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Federal Communications Commission § 87.143 

§ 87.141 Modulation requirements. 
(a) When A3E emission is used, the 

modulation percentage must not ex-
ceed 100 percent. This requirement does 
not apply to emergency locator trans-
mitters or survival craft transmitters. 

(b) A double sideband full carrier am-
plitude modulated radiotelephone 
transmitter with rated carrier power 
output exceeding 10 watts must be ca-
pable of automatically preventing 
modulation in excess of 100 percent. 

(c) If any licensed radiotelephone 
transmitter causes harmful inter-
ference to any authorized radio service 
because of excessive modulation, the 
Commission will require the use of the 
transmitter to be discontinued until it 
is rendered capable of automatically 
preventing modulation in excess of 100 
percent. 

(d) Single sideband transmitters 
must be able to operate in the fol-
lowing modes: 

Carrier mode 
Level N(dB) of the carrier 
with respect to peak enve-

lope power 

Full carrier (H3E) ...................... O>N>¥6. 
Suppressed carrier (J3E) ......... Aircraft stations N<¥26; 

Aeronautical stations 
N<¥40. 

(e) Each frequency modulated trans-
mitter operating in the band 72.0–76.0 
MHz must have a modulation limiter. 

(f) Each frequency modulated trans-
mitter equipped with a modulation 
limiter must have a low pass filter be-
tween the modulation limiter and the 
modulated stage. At audio frequencies 
between 3 kHz and 15 kHz, the filter 
must have an attenuation greater than 
the attenuation at 1 kHz by at least 40 
log10 (f/3) db where ‘‘f’’ is the frequency 
in kilohertz. Above 15 kHz, the attenu-
ation must be at least 28 db greater 
than the attenuation at 1 kHz. 

(g) Except that symmetric side bands 
are not required, the modulation char-
acteristics for ELTs must be in accord-
ance with specifications contained in 
the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) Technical Standard Order (TSO) 
Document TSO-C91a titled ‘‘Emergency 
Locator Transmitter (ELT) Equip-
ment’’ dated April 29, 1985. TSO-C91a is 
incorporated by reference in accord-
ance with 5 U.S.C. 552(a). TSO-C91a 
may be obtained from the Department 

of Transportation, Federal Aviation 
Administration, Office of Airworthi-
ness, 800 Independence Avenue SW., 
Washington DC 20591. 

(h) ELTs must use A3X emission and 
may use A3E or NON emissions on an 
optional basis while transmitting. 
Each transmission of a synthesized or 
recorded voice message from an ELT 
must be preceded by the words ‘‘this is 
a recording’’; transmission of A3E or 
NON emission must not exceed 90 sec-
onds; and any transmission of A3E or 
NON emissions must be followed by at 
least three minutes of A3X emission. 

(i) ELTs manufactured on or after 
October 1, 1988, must have a clearly de-
fined carrier frequency distinct from 
the modulation sidebands for the man-
datory emission, A3X, and, if used, the 
A3E or NON emissions. On 121.500 MHz 
at least thirty per cent of the total 
power emitted during any transmission 
cycle with or without modulation must 
be contained within plus or minus 30 
Hz of the carrier frequency. On 243.000 
MHz at least thirty percent of the total 
power emitted during any transmission 
cycle with or without modulation must 
be contained within plus or minus 60 
Hz of the carrier frequency. Addition-
ally, if the type of emission is changed 
during transmission, the carrier fre-
quency must not shift more than plus 
or minus 30 Hz on 121.500 MHz and not 
more than plus or minus 60Hz on 243.000 
MHz. The long term stability of the 
carrier frequency must comply with 
the requirements in § 87.133 of this part. 

(j) Transmitters used at Aircraft 
earth stations must employ BPSK for 
transmission rates up to and including 
2400 bits per second, and QPSK for 
higher rates. 

(k) Universal Access Transceiver 
transmitters must use F1D modulation 
without phase discontinuities. 

[53 FR 28940, Aug. 1, 1988, as amended at 54 
FR 11721, Mar. 22, 1989; 56 FR 11518, Mar. 19, 
1991; 57 FR 45749, Oct. 5, 1992; 71 FR 70676, 
Dec. 6, 2006] 

§ 87.143 Transmitter control require-
ments. 

(a) Each transmitter must be in-
stalled so that it is not accessible to, 
or capable of being operated by persons 
other than those authorized by the li-
censee. 
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(b) Each station must be provided 
with a control point at the location of 
the transmitting equipment, unless 
otherwise specifically authorized. Ex-
cept for aeronautical enroute stations 
governed by paragraph (e) of this sec-
tion, a control point is the location at 
which the radio operator is stationed. 
It is the position at which the trans-
mitter(s) can immediately be turned 
off. 

(c) Applicants for additional control 
points at aeronautical advisory 
(unicom) stations must specify the lo-
cation of each proposed control point. 

(d) Except for aeronautical enroute 
stations governed by paragraph (f) of 
this section, the control point must 
have the following facilities installed: 

(1) A device that indicates when the 
transmitter is radiating or when the 
transmitter control circuits have been 
switched on. This requirement does not 
apply to aircraft stations; 

(2) Aurally monitoring of all trans-
missions originating at dispatch 
points; 

(3) A way to disconnect dispatch 
points from the transmitter; and 

(4) A way to turn off the transmitter. 
(e) A dispatch point is an operating 

position subordinate to the control 
point. Dispatch points may be installed 
without authorization from the Com-
mission, and dispatch point operators 
are not required to be licensed. 

(f) In the aeronautical enroute serv-
ice, the control point for an automati-
cally controlled enroute station is the 
computer facility which controls the 
transmitter. Any computer controlled 
transmitter must be equipped to auto-
matically shut down after 3 minutes of 
continuous transmission of an 
unmodulated carrier. 

§ 87.145 Acceptability of transmitters 
for licensing. 

(a) Each transmitter must be certifi-
cated for use in these services, except 
as listed in paragraph (c) of this sec-
tion. However, aircraft stations which 
transmit on maritime mobile fre-
quencies must use transmitters certifi-
cated for use in ship stations in accord-
ance with part 80 of this chapter. Cer-
tification under part 80 is not required 
for aircraft earth stations transmitting 
on maritime mobile-satellite fre-

quencies. Such stations must be certifi-
cated under part 87. 

(b) Some radio equipment installed 
on air carrier aircraft must meet the 
requirements of the Commission and 
the requirements of the FAA. The FAA 
requirements may be obtained from the 
FAA, Aircraft Maintenance Division, 
800 Independence Ave., SW., Wash-
ington, DC 20591. 

(c) The equipment listed below is ex-
empted from certification. The oper-
ation of transmitters which have not 
been certificated must not result in 
harmful interference due to the failure 
of those transmitters to comply with 
technical standards of this subpart. 

(1) Flight test station transmitters 
for limited periods where justified. 

(2) U.S. Government transmitters 
furnished in the performance of a U.S. 
Government contract if the use of cer-
tificated equipment would increase the 
cost of the contract or if the trans-
mitter will be incorporated in the fin-
ished product. However, such equip-
ment must meet the technical stand-
ards contained in this subpart. 

(3) ELTs verified in accordance with 
§ 87.147(e). 

(4) Signal generators when used as 
radionavigation land test stations 
(MTF). 

(d) Aircraft earth stations must cor-
rect their transmit frequencies for 
Doppler effect relative to the satellite. 
The transmitted signal may not devi-
ate more than 335 Hz from the desired 
transmit frequency. (This is a root sum 
square error which assumes zero error 
for the received ground earth station 
signal and includes the AES transmit/ 
receive frequency reference error and 
the AES automatic frequency control 
residual errors.) The applicant must at-
test that the equipment provides ade-
quate Doppler effect compensation and 
where applicable, that measurements 
have been made that demonstrate com-
pliance. Submission of data dem-
onstrating compliance is not required 
unless requested by the Commission. 

[63 FR 36607, July 7, 1998, as amended at 69 
FR 32881, June 14, 2004] 

§ 87.147 Authorization of equipment. 
(a) Certification may be requested by 

following the procedures in part 2 of 
this chapter. Aircraft transmitters 
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